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A Family Tradition Bears Fruit 

By HOWARD G. GOLDBERG FEB. 24, 2012 

Sannino Bella Vita Vineyard, in Cutchogue, traces its origins in part to the 

island of Ischia, near Naples. 

The grandparents of Anthony Sannino, who owns Sannino Bella Vita with his 

wife, Lisa, grew grapes and made wine there; they immigrated to Brooklyn 

when his mother was 16. 

Anthony and Lisa Sannino bought a fully planted five-acre Cutchogue 

vineyard in 2006 from Harold Watts, the founder of Ternhaven Cellars, in 

Greenport, which he ultimately closed. 

Mr. Sannino, a building contractor, constructed the Sanninos’ home, which is 

also a bed and breakfast, at that vineyard. A largely self-taught winemaker, he 

took an online course from the University of California at Davis and has been 

guided by local winegrowers, he said. 

In 2007, Mr. Sannino created a “vine to wine” program that allows 

subscribers to participate in every step of the winemaking process at Bella 

Vita. 

He released his first wines in 2009; they are made from the vineyard’s own 

and bought grapes. They are sold at a leased barn at Ackerly Pond Vineyards, 

in Peconic, which has suspended its own wine production temporarily, Jill 

Blum, the owner, said in a phone interview. 

All five recently released 2010 Bella Vita wines I tasted were first class. The 

regular chardonnay ($18) was seductive and awash in tropical-fruit flavors. 

The fancifully named Chilly Day chardonnay ($16), containing a splash of 

Finger Lakes vidal blanc, was plush and redolent of pears. 

Both these whites should be drunk lightly chilled, as should the charming 

Merlot Bianca ($20), a floral light-pink rosé that evokes its French 

Mediterranean counterparts, and the nicely balanced Snow Merlot ($15), a 

dark rosé, which shows an enticing cherrylike flavor and refreshing acidity. 
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The seemingly simple regular merlot ($30) probably will display complexity 

in six months. It has hints of tobacco, macerated dark plums and black 

licorice. 

 

For more information: (631) 734-8282 and sanninovineyard.com. 
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